UMKC-HSCP Textbook Policy

Textbooks are provided to dual credit students. No additional fees are charged for textbook use beyond the regular dual credit tuition rate.

New High School Partners or Schools needing to replace textbooks:
High schools will simply place textbook orders directly with the UMKC bookstore by using the following email address: UMKCHSCPtextbooks@umkc.edu. Once the total number of books ordered, has been processed for payment and the total number of participating HSCP students are verified, which typically occurs at the end of the registration period, the cost of textbooks for those HSCP students will be reimbursed back to the school by the HSCP office. Should textbooks be purchased through alternate sources, an invoice will be required for UMKC HSCP textbook reimbursement.

Reminder: All textbooks purchases must have prior department approval for reimbursement. Department contact information can be found here (http://cas.umkc.edu/hscp/documents/department-coordinators.pdf).